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Abstract

Accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
anthropomorphic service robots are continuously
penetrating various domains of our daily lives. With
this development, the urge for an interdisciplinary
approach to responsibly design human-robot
interaction (HRI), with particular attention to human
dignity, privacy, compliance, and transparency,
increases. This paper contributes to design science, in
developing a new artifact, i.e., an interdisciplinary
framework for designing responsible HRI with
anthropomorphic service robots, which covers the
three design science research cycles. Furthermore,
we propose a multi-method approach by applying this
interdisciplinary framework. Thereby, our finding offer
implications for designing HRI in a responsible manner.

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic significantly influenced
the observed growing importance of the service sector
within the last decades, leading to an acceleration of
technological developments and hence, the increased
use of autonomous and intelligent service robots
[1–4]. This can be experienced in everybody’s daily

life, where technologies have already penetrated
several areas [3–5], e.g., customers interact with
airport self-service kiosks, internet-based services,
and automated teller machines [6]. Especially, service
robots offer useful perspectives and can assist humans
by providing several advising and informing services for
customers in numerous areas, e.g., banking, education,
health, hospitality, and retail [4, 6]. Service robots will

play an essential role in the future on all economic levels
(i.e., micro, meso, and macro level) [7]. This paper
proposes an interdisciplinary framework to provide
comprehensible recommendations and suggestions
regarding the design activities for the responsible
investigation of human-robot interaction (HRI). This
framework is one result of the interdisciplinary research
project “RoboTrust”. We understand HRI as “the study
of the humans, robots, and the ways they influence each
other” [8, p. 256], with regard to anthropomorphic
service robots.

Several literature reviews on HRI emphasize the
importance to interdisciplinary approach responsible
HRI [7, 9–13] involving the following four disciplines:
(1) ethics, (2) law, (3) psychology, and (4) technology.
This leads to our definition of responsible design of HRI
(see also [13]) as the design of HRI between users
and anthropomorphic service robots with particular
attention to humans’ dignity, emotional needs, data &
privacy protection, security & safety, and transparency.
This fundamental notion identified in “RoboTrust”
captures the interdisciplinary character of HRI. It
allows a responsible design which enables HRI in
a human-oriented and trustful manner. Thus, the
anthropomorphic service robot serves as assistant that
(a) supports (and does not replace) humans in domains
that are not perceivable by humans due to resource
constraints, and (b) acts in a responsible manner with
particular attention to human dignity. Further, (c) the
anthropomorphic service robot’s interaction behavior
is predictable and transparent. (d) All data collected
by the anthropomorphic service robot are processed
transparently and in conformity with the applicable
data protection laws. (e) The liability of the robotic
assistant’s behavior is clearly established.
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From a design science perspective it is common
practice to involve different disciplines within
information and communication technologies research
[14–16]. Value-sensitive design, for instance, is a

methodology and research approach which seeks to
integrate moral and social values into the design and
development of technologies [14]. In contrast, our
approach emphasizes interdisciplinary research relevant
for the responsible design of HRI with anthropomorphic
service robots, considering the interdependencies of the
individual disciplines that shape each other.

In design science, innovative and new artifacts (e.g.,
constructs, methods or models) aim to solve problems
or achieve improvements, instead of explaining
the existing reality [4, 17, 18]. Thus, the proposed
interdisciplinary framework, as a method that provides
guidance on how to design HRI with anthropomorphic
service robots in a responsible manner, represents a new
artifact drawing on design science.

In order to create this interdisciplinary framework,
we made an overall state of the art study (see [13]
for an overview) and identified the overarching research
objectives for this paper:

Objective 1: Development of a concept for the
responsible, human-oriented application and placement
of anthropomorphic service robots based on ethical,
psychological, legal, and technical requirements of
human users for authenticity and acceptability of HRI
(see Section 2, responsible placement).

Objective 2: Development of an exemplary
socio-technical system of HRI for anthropomorphic
service robots that takes corresponding ethical,
psychological, legal, and technical aspects into account,
that positively symbiotically enrich the actions of a
human (see Section 3, responsible programming).

Objective 3: Experimental investigation of the
socio-technical system of HRI for a retailing scenario
using two types of anthropomorphic (i.e., humanoid and
android) service robots (see Section 3, physical design,
responsible placement).

Based on these objectives, the interdisciplinary
framework consisting of three steps was developed as
shown in Figure 1.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the
interdisciplinary framework is introduced (see Figure 1
and Section 2). Secondly, a multi-method approach is
proposed to which the framework is applied in Section
3. Finally, Section 4 outlines implications for design
science research focusing on HRI.

2. Interdisciplinary Framework

Inspired by the design science Information Systems

Research Framework [17], our interdisciplinary
framework and its application (see Section 3) involve
the three common cycles (i.e., Relevance, Design, and
Rigor Cycle) [19]. The described three core framework
steps in this Section reside in the Design Cycle of
our research activity to realize responsible HRI with
anthropomorphic service robots. The identified four
disciplines determine the relevant Environment and
Knowledge Base [19].

2.1. Physical Design

Various efforts have been made to create human-like
robots [20]. These robots “with human-like appearance
features such as eyes, hands, or faces” [21, p. 105], are
classified as anthropomorphic robots [21]. Typically,
robots which are constructed to behave or look like
humans, are referred to as androids or humanoids
[3]. “Whereas humanoid robots often come with
extremities ... but still have an overall mechanical look,
android robots are intended to mimic human beings as
realistically as possible” [3, p. 327].

The Computers as Social Actors (CASA) paradigm
demonstrates ”that individuals mindlessly apply social
rules and expectations to computers” [22, p. 81].
Hence, depending on several factors, including the
degree of social characteristics of technologies (e.g.,
robots), humans tend to treat these technologies like
humans by adopting social heuristics of human-human
interactions to human-computer interactions [23, 24].

The tendency of humans to assign human
characteristics and traits to non-human entities is
generally understood as anthropomorphism [25, 26].
In robotics anthropomorphic design is used to facilitate
HRI, since user acceptance of robots, as well as the
effectiveness of HRI, are influenced by attributing
social behavior and presence to robots (e.g., through
the use of facial expressions or a human-like physical
design of the robot) [25, 26]. Yet, despite this trend
in robotic research to design and develop robots (e.g.,
service robots) which are increasingly human-like,
studies suppose that customer satisfaction is higher
within a pure human-human interaction as opposed
to an HRI [6, 20]. The uncanny valley paradigm
further predicts a positive relationship between a
robot’s human-likeness and the robot’s likability
by the human [3, 20, 27]. However, in case that
a robot “has an almost, but not perfectly, realistic
human appearance” [28, p. 337], humans report
negative responses towards the robot, up to a feeling of
eeriness [3, 20, 27].

Consequently, an anthropomorphic service robot’s
physical design has an important impact on a
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Figure 1. Interdisciplinary Framework for Designing Responsible HRI with Anthropomorphic Service Robots

user’s perception and should be determined, when
programming and placing it (see Figure 1, physical
design).

2.2. Responsible Programming

Transparency: With the increasing complexity of
anthropomorphic service robots, their application areas
and artificial reasoning increase as well. This enables
the integration of systems in dynamic real-world settings
with a variety of interaction contexts and partners.
Here, transparency can be a means to approach a
responsible robot design and, thus, establish trust and
social acceptance for anthropomorphic service robots.

Transparency has often been considered concerning
robots interacting with an operator or teammate ( [29,
30]) to understand and discover the robotic decisions.
However, in the case of anthropomorphic service robots,
legal and social requirements need to be considered as
well. This includes the investigation of incidents, caused
by undesired robot behavior in dynamic interaction
scenarios. Thus, transparency has different meanings
depending on the HRI stakeholder and needs for
separated requirement analyses and assessments [31,
32]. For example, the appropriate information disclosed
and conveyed to understand the service robot’s behavior
is likely to differ between an end-user and the robotic
service provider.

A black box recorder [32, 33] could facilitate
retrospectively inspect the decisions made and incidents
that occurred for different stakeholders. Here, efficient
storage and semantic access [34] on the collected
data from manifold sources, as well as, data security
and fulfilling legal conditions of personal data [35] is
required. Further, the authenticity and integrity of the
recordings must be ensured to resolve the legal liability
of accidents by lawyers or accident witnesses. A
technical solution for the demanded black box recorder
with appropriate tools to investigate malfunction or
incident causes is needed for a responsible HRI. This
aims for filling the technical gap to facilitate the

realization of transparency requirements tailored to the
stakeholder and at the same time responsibly handle the
collected data.

To make the decision-making and other interaction
information transparent to end-users, with no deep
understanding of the robot’s internal mechanisms,
anthropomorphic service robots have beneficial
capabilities for HRI [36, 37]. As they can express
information using a combination of gestures, mimic
and speech, the intuition of performed and future
actions can be expressed in a usual way for the user.
In addition to transfer gestures between different
anthropomorphic or humanoid robots [38], a special
challenge consists of modeling and programming these
whole-body expressions depending on the current
interaction context in a generic way, that also allows
to adapt gestures online. This would enable to abstract
motions from a specific robot and develop general
interaction strategies for a transparent and context
sensitive interaction.

Emotional Responsiveness: Emotions play an
essential role in the interaction between people and
the interaction between humans and anthropomorphic
robots [9, 39]. Especially for the interaction with
anthropomorphic robots, humans expect the robot to
express emotions and to behave in an empathetic manner
[40]. In this paper, emotions are defined as “an episode
of interrelated synchronized changes in the states of all
or most of the five organismic subsystems in response to
the evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as
relevant to major concerns of the organism” [41, p. 697].
This definition indicates that emotions are time-limited
(approximately between 0.5 and 4 seconds [42]) and
are evoked via stimulus events (like a robot coming
closer). The autonomic nervous system is an example of
an organismic subsystem that is responsible for system
regulation and therefore affects the physiology of the
individual. These changes can be detected by sensors
and inferred to the emotion of the person by trained
models. This “ability to encode an ensemble of sensory
stimuli providing information about the emotional state
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of another individual” [43, p. 1] is referred to as emotion
recognition.

Much has happened in the field of emotion
recognition in terms of transparency and ethics in
experimental setups. At the latest with the paper [44],
in which they name five factors that influence data
collection in emotion recognition, the community has
to deal with these questions. One of these factors, the
authors identify, raises the question of whether or not the
subject is aware of the purpose of the experiment. They
point out that because of privacy and ethics concerns,
it is practically impossible to collect data in which the
subject neither knows about the data collection nor the
purpose of the experiment. [45] show that ethical issues
can change if an in-the-wild study is conducted. As one
advantage, the problem of eliciting negative emotions,
is named which is actually problematic in a laboratory
study. However, the collection of real-life data reduces
the responsibility for eliciting negative emotions even if
they appear.

2.3. Responsible Placement

Since the prevalence of service robots is steadily
increasing, human responses to anthropomorphic
service robots have become a critical question [3].
Responsible placement in this paper aims to improve
humans’ perception of likeness (e.g., a user’s
acceptance) of anthropomorphic service robots in
HRI in a human-oriented and responsible manner.
Anthropomorphic service robots co-exist with humans,
they perform a variety of tasks in different areas, interact
and communicate with people, and indicate some basic
intelligent behaviors to autonomously perform assigned
tasks [1, 3, 46, 47].

The anthropomorphic design as well as increasingly
advanced robot embodiment critically influence users’
comfort and acceptance of anthropomorphic service
robots [2, 20] (see Section 2.1). For a responsible
design of HRI, the acceptance of robots by users and
the reduction of users’ discomfort are fundamental.
However, the extent to which humans are willing to
interact with robots does not only depend on robotic
features [3,20] (see Section 2.1, 2.2), or technical, safety
and legal issues [48] (see Section 2.2), but also to a
large extent on the selected scenario of the HRI (i.e., the
location and tasks assigned to the robot) [49].

From a user perspective, preferences regarding
activities, services, and tasks which should or should
not be performed by anthropomorphic service robots,
exist. Several studies considering the attitude of users
towards service robots have been conducted in the fields
of travel, tourism, hospitality, and healthcare [2,49–51].

These studies point out that users feel comfortable,
when robots perform repetitive tasks, such as providing
information or performing housekeeping activities (e.g.,
delivering items and cleaning), whereas users tend to not
accept activities requiring a user to subordinate her/his
body to a service robot (e.g., babysitting, massages, or
hairdressing) [49, 50, 52].

To determine the responsible placement of
anthropomorphic service robots, users’ psychological
needs and responses to HRI should be appropriately
considered. Consequently, the scenario which should
be investigated in the experimental setting should be
critically scrutinized beforehand (see Section 3).

3. Responsible Experimental Design

The proposed multi-method approach in this
Section (see Figure 2) shows the application of the
interdisciplinary framework to achieve a responsible
HRI with anthropomorphic service robots. Regarding
Design Science Research, the outcome of the studies,
conducted within the frame of project “RoboTrust”,
will be considered to adjust the requirements of the
Environment, to create additions to the Knowledge Base
(cf. Relevance and Rigor Cycle), and evaluate the design
process.

3.1. Applying the Framework

Following the first two goals (see Figure 2) the
experimental scenario as well as the anthropomorphic
service robots (i.e., humanoid and android robots)
had to be selected (see study 1). In one online
study (study 1), data were collected from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers. With this study, we
evaluated the needs concerning the physical design and
responsible placement of our robots. The participants
had to rate different service scenarios in terms of their
importance for and likelihood to occur in the near
future. The survey was visible only to workers with an
historic acceptance rate greater than 95% and who were
residents of the United States (US). As an incentive,
all participants received a financial remuneration of $
2.00 for completing the study. We compared four
different scenarios: (1) retailing, (2) pharmacy, (3)
traveling agency, and (4) restaurant in a between-subject
design with 434 participants. To ensure the quality
of the responses, we placed five screening questions
in a random order in the questionnaire (e.g., “Please
check ’totally disagree’ here”). Cases of participants
with incorrect answers to these screening questions
were deleted from our database. After considering
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these control questions, we received data from 392
US-citizens1 (60% men, 39% women, 1% diverse, mean
age = 39.69 years, SD = 12.79). The major professional
status was employed (67%), followed by self-employed
(10%), not-employed (8%), and others (14%). The
participants were randomly assigned to the four different
scenarios. First, every participant answered the same
general (e.g., demographic) questions. Afterwards,
the participants were briefly introduced into the topic
of service robots and were asked to answer various
questions regarding the use of service robots for their
allocated scenario (i.e., retailing, pharmacy, traveling
agency, or restaurant). Considering the COVID-19
pandemic, we asked the participants how realistic they
assessed the implementation of service robots in each
area to become reality in companies in general using a
7-point Likert-type scale. They predominantly evaluate
the use of service robots as a likely future scenario in
each area, namely in a furniture store (74%), a pharmacy
(63%), a traveling agency (66%), and a restaurant
(70%). The results revealed that the retail setting was
the most likely and relevant by the US-participants. This
finding was further underlined by open remarks, the
participants made in the questionnaire.
Furthermore, we examined the uncanny valley paradigm
[53] (see Section 2.1). Specifically, it was examined
which service representative, i.e., a human frontline
employee, humanoid service robot, or android service
robot, was preferred. The participants were asked
to rank the three possible service representatives
according to their preference when imagining to
interact within a retail scenario. The study confirmed
the predictions of the uncanny valley paradigm in
that humanoid and android robots were perceived
as less likable than humans. Not surprisingly, the
participants predominantly ranked humans as their
preferred interaction partner in the first place (73%),
followed by humanoid robots (23%) and android robots
(3%). However, other studies show a more differentiated
picture in the behaviour towards android and humanoid
robots. For instance, in an experiment in a real-company
setting employees disclosed more personal information
towards android robots than towards humanoid robots
in complex tasks [54]. Thus, humanoid robots as well
as android robots are suitable research robots, as our
findings indicate differences regarding the acceptance
of these robots. As a consequence, two types of
robots were selected for the HRI experiment, namely
the humanoid robot TIAGo++ and the android robot
Elenoide (see Figure 3).

1392 participants, allocated to retailing (90 participants), pharmacy
(106 participants), traveling agency (105 participants) and restaurant
(91 participants)

In study 2 we attempt to validate the emotion
recognition (i.e., facial expression) of the service robot
(see Figure 1, responsible programming). Human
facial expression recognition is one possible method
for emotion recognition during HRI as most robots
come with an inbuilt camera. Among different
machine learning and deep learning techniques for
facial expression recognition in HRI (see [39] for an
overview), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [55]
is the most popular algorithm [39]. We implemented a
CNN where we first detect the landmarks (eyes, nose
and mouth) using dlib [56] and feed a simplified face
image into the CNN for recognizing the emotion from
five categories (i.e., angry, happy, neutral, sad, and
surprise). These five categories are chosen among the
seven universally known facial expressions in Ekman’s
work [57]. The CNN is trained on simplified frontal
face images of the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces
database [58]. To test our algorithm, we conducted a
preliminary study with six participants, who were shown
a video displaying a certain emotion. We recorded their
facial expressions while watching the videos. Before
each video, the subject was told which emotion was
to be triggered by it. The kind of video (e.g., a
happy video) we showed to the participants and their
expected reactions from watching those videos became
the ground truth label. Later, the emotion labels given by
the CNN were compared with these ground truth labels
to determine the overall accuracy. The participants were
recorded in varying lighting conditions to test if our
method is robust. We evaluated our algorithm on 30
recorded videos which were used as a test set and as
a result 67% of overall accuracy was achieved. Some
of the participants were not very expressive with their
faces, especially the emotions sad and angry could
not even be appropriately recognized by some of the
humans. As the facial expressions of the participants
can easily be controlled [59], it would be beneficial to
perform facial expression recognition combined with
audio data and data from physiological sensors to
improve the emotion recognition (see Section 3.2).

To gather important features of a responsible
anthropomorphic service robot from a user’s
perspective, we will next perform another online user
study (study 3) with MTurk workers. The survey will
be visible only to workers with an historic acceptance
rate greater than 95% and who are residents of the US.
As an incentive, all participants will receive a financial
remuneration for completing the study. In this study, we
will evaluate the feature which are the most relevant for
users when interacting with anthropomorphic service
robots in a responsive, e.g., human-oriented, manner,
such as transparency, privacy compliance, security
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Goal of Study Setting Framework Stage

Retailing scenario as most likely scenario
for service robots in the future

Responsible Placement
Selection of

experimental scenario

*

Anthropomorphic service robots (i.e., humanoid robot TIAGo++,
android robot Elenoide) with different human acceptances

Physical Design
Selection of

anthropomorphic service robots

*

Responsible ProgrammingEvaluation of CNN model by elicitation of emotions via videos
Validation of

Emotion Recognition – Facial Expression

*

Physical Design / 
Responsible Programming

Preliminary features:
i.e., transparency, privacy compliance, emotional reponsiveness

User-centric validation of important
features of a responsible service robot

**

Responsible Programming
Into-the-wild-study:
recording of physiological data and emotions in everyday life

Validation of Emotion Recognition–
Physiological Signals

**

Physical Design /
Responsible Programming /

Responsible Placement

Vignette-based experiment:
artificial retailing setting in which robot advises and serves customers

HRI in laboratory:
Assess responsible service robot features

**

Real-life experiment in retailing:
artificial retailing-setting in which robot advises and serves customers

HRI in the wild:
Asses responsible service robot features

**

* = study completed, ** = study in progress

1

#

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2. Multi-method study overview for the investigation of responsible HRI

with anthropomorphic service robots

and emotional responsiveness (see Figure 1, physical
design, responsible programming).

Study 4 will aim to validate the emotion recognition
through physiological signals (see Figure 1, responsible
programming). For this we implemented a smartphone
application recording physiological signals with
experienced emotions in real-time. To record the
physiological signals, we use the E4 wristband from
Empatica [60], which is connected via Bluetooth
with the application. As soon as the algorithm on
the smartphone detects an emotion, the app shows a
notification to the user. This notification asks the user
to confirm and label the emotion. If the user confirms
the emotion, the app navigates to a questionnaire. This
questionnaire contains the Self Assessment Manikins
(SAM) [61] to enter the felt emotion and a text field to
name the emotional trigger or context. SAM requires
the opportunity to validate the felt emotions in three
scales regarding the circumplex model of affect from
Russel [62]: Arousal ranging from calm to excited,
valence ranging from pleasant to unpleasant, and
dominance ranging from controlling to controlled.
Finally, the entered emotion will be stored with the
physiological signals fitting it. In our study, we leave
the laboratory and record emotions via physiological
signals using the developed application. The goal of
the in-the-wild study is to evaluate the algorithms for
recording the data by first analyzing the associated
signals and the number of false recognized emotions.
Second, the experiment will record an initial data

set linking physiological signals, the trigger, and the
associated emotion via a questionnaire (as ground truth).
The time-frame of this field experiment is limited to five
days. The intended number of participants is about 120
participants with different demographic characteristics,
such as ages and gender. This diversity of participants
is important because emotion recognition models are
subject-dependent [63], and thus bias can be reduced.
First, we will give a brief introduction regarding the
goal of the study, data collection, and processing,
technical handling of the E4, and the application.
The privacy protection measures and the rights of the
participants will be introduced (e.g., discontinuation of
study participation at any time) before the participant
will be asked to sign an informed consent. Second,
we introduce the questionnaire before we can send the
participants out to do the measurement by themselves
during their everyday life.

3.2. Evaluating the Design Process

By conducting studies 5 & 6, “RoboTrust”
aims to assess the findings from the previously
performed studies 1 to 4 regarding our interdisciplinary
framework (physical design, responsible programming,
and responsible placement).

Therefore, we suggest a two-step test approach. This
will include an experimental laboratory study (study 5)
prior to an experimental field setting (study 6). Here,
the scenarios, techniques, and methods applied will
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be critically evaluated under legal and ethical aspects.
Findings of study 5 will be used to adapt the final
HRI experiment in-the-wild (study 6), according to the
interdisciplinary framework’s aspects. The experiments
are planned along the guidelines, suggested by [5].

The experimental study set up for both experiments
will represent a service encounter in a retail setting,
more precisely in a construction market (see Figure 3 for
a sample setting). Prior to the interaction, participants
will be instructed based on a vignette and take the role
of a retail customer. A vignette is defined as a “short,
carefully constructed description of a person, object,
or situation, representing a systematic combination of
characteristics” [64, p. 128]. In the role of the
customer, the participants will need help from a service
representative in the retail scenario.

Generally, the experimental design follows a three
step’s procedure: (1) In the preparation phase, the
customers will have to answer a pre-questionnaire,
containing questions about their demographics, their
prior experience with robots and their current affective
state. Furthermore, the E4 wristband [60] will be
introduced, and the use of the data explained. The
participant will be asked to sign an informed consent
after the privacy protection measures and the rights
of the participants were introduced (e.g., erasing their
collected data on request). (2) In the experimental
manipulation phase, the participants will carry out
specific tasks requiring an interaction with the robots.
The specific interaction task will be introduced with
an experimental vignette. To ensure participants
understanding the scenarios, they will have to indicate
their task; if their description is inaccurate, the
experimenter will correct their understanding and will
ask them to provide another written summary. The
participants are given a smartphone on which an app for
recording emotion via a questionnaire will be installed.
This questionnaire will be explained to the participants,
and questions about it will be answered. Since the robot
is intended to trigger emotions, the participants will not
be familiarized with it before the measurement. The
anthropomorphic service robot will act as a consultant
and assistant and will perform activities, such as
answering customer questions or advising customers.
Consequently, the robot will not have to complete any
physical tasks (e.g., moving goods). The agent as the
independent variable will experience a manipulation and
might either be a robot (i.e., TIAGo++, Elenoide) or
another human (as control group). Finally, (3) the
post-experimental phase will focus on the completion
of a post-questionnaire, asking about the affective states
during the interaction with the robot, and will reveal the
true purpose of the experiment to the participants.

In the laboratory setting, the experimental lab will be
free of any external sounds, and the room lighting and
temperature will remain constant. All visual displays
and sounds will be recorded by external high-definition
cameras, positioned throughout the room. The
experimenter will not be visible to the participants
but observe video streams from the cameras, through
a separate screen. The participants will be told that
the robot acts autonomously. For standardization and
consistency, the interaction actually will be controlled
by a programmer in a separate place (e.g., an adjoining
room). This Wizard of Oz method is widely employed
in HRI (see [5] for an overview). To improve the
natural flow of conversation during the experiment,
the experimenter will established natural language
processing, so the robots will respond appropriately to
things said or questions raised by participants.

To reduce any confounding effects due to personal
communication styles and to standardize the interaction,
we will adobe standardized service scripts for the
robots, similar to those commonly used by retail
stores in practice. The participants will be students,
enrolled in psychology, management, or computer
science courses, who volunteer to participate. To
increase the realism of the experiments, the robots
will refer to an existing service offer by a retail
store. Furthermore, realistically relevant material will
be available during the conversation, such as shelves,
products, and advertising about the store.

The research design is a critical decision [64,65] (see
Section 2). We will conduct a between-subject design
to avoid learning effects. Therefore, we will test user
responses (i.e., trust, acceptance) to different robotic
features (such as transparency, privacy compliance,
security, and emotional responsiveness) in various
conditions; each participant will be randomly assigned
to one condition.

4. Conclusion and Implications

Within the frame of project “RoboTrust”, we
have developed an interdisciplinary framework for
designing responsible HRI with anthropomorphic
service robots that fulfills the identified research
objectives (see Section 1). Three core steps were
framed by four specialized disciplines, ensuring that
ethical, psychological, legal, and technical insights
are considered for the responsible, human-oriented
application and placement of anthropomorphic service
robots (Objective 1). By applying the discussed
framework, we realize an example socio-technical
system that shows the usability of the interdisciplinary
approach, also underlined by the conduced experiments
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Figure 3. Android robot Elenoide (left) and humanoid robot TIAGo++ (right) in a retail setting

so far (Objective 2). Furthermore, we offered a proposal
and guideline for the conduction of a responsible
experimental design, consisting of a multi-method
approach including six studies (Objective 3).

This paper presents implications from HRI for
design science with respect to the procedure on how
to design HRI with anthropomorphic service robots
in a responsible manner. In particular, the presented
interdisciplinary framework represents a new artifact
and covers the three design science research cycles.
Further, the relevant Environment and Knowledge Base
are determined by the identified four disciplines.

Beyond this we offer implications for further design
science research focusing on HRI with anthropomorphic
service robots, in a responsible manner:

Implication 1: We have developed an
interdisciplinary research framework for the responsible
investigation of HRI with anthropomorphic service
robots (see Section 2). This framework enables further
investigation of aspects from ethics, psychology, law,
and computer science to strengthen the Knowledge
Base in the field of responsible HRI. With this, based
on the gained findings more studies according to the
framework are needed (cf. Rigor, Relevance Cycle).
Since the interdisciplinary framework is built in
accordance to the established design science cycles, we
believe that the application to other HRI scenarios is
desirable without any limitations.

Implication 2: We have demonstrated the usability
and an evaluation of our interdisciplinary framework
by proposing a multi-method approach. Using this
approach is well suited, since it takes individual
requirements of all identified disciplines into
consideration. Thus, it should be used to investigate HRI
research questions, addressing the physical design of
robotic features, as well as the responsible programming
and placement of anthropomorphic service robots.

Implication 3: The presented experimental design
is restricted by cross-sectional data collected at a
certain point in time. This kind of experimental
design may suffer from the human’s first impression
of the anthropomorphic service robot by neglecting
long-term human responses to anthropomorphic service
robots. Therefore, it is necessary to additionally study
HRI in longitudinal experiments and thus, adjusting
the requirements of the Environment, amending the
Knowledge Base, and evaluating the design activity.
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